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Why do we need raingardens?
Water continually moves from the earth to the atmosphere and back again as part of
the water cycle. Whilst water is essential to life, a lack of consideration of where our
rainwater goes, and how best it can be managed, can lead to problems of flooding and
water quality. Conversely, thinking about how rainwater could be slowed down and held
on to in urban areas, can provide benefits for both people and wildlife.
As our climate changes, it becomes increasingly important to consider how best to
manage rainwater and respond to the problem of more water falling more quickly and
more often.
When talking to others about raingardens, it’s useful to have a general understanding of
the water cycle and how human activity, such as development, affects this.

In urban
areas,
permeable
surfaces have
often been paved over
to accommodate roads,
pavements, development
and car parks. In addition
natural watercourses may
have been canalised and river
banks squeezed. Factors such as
urban creep contribute to
further impermeability.

In the natural
water cycle, on
undeveloped land,
precipitation falls and is
able to find its way back down
into the sea via watercourses,
or down into groundwater. The
natural landscape and vegetation
intercept and slow down water,
and there is space for the
water to go.

In this urban water cycle, when it rains most rainwater runs off these impermeable
surfaces, and down into the drains. The water can flow over hard surfaces much
quicker than in the natural water cycle, which leads to the sewer system reaching
capacity and a risk of flooding. With heavy rain, combined sewer overflows may send
untreated sewage (including all the items thrown down the toilet) into our rivers.
Rainwater also picks up contaminants from roads and roofs.
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What are raingardens?
Raingardens and Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) are a more natural way of
managing urban drainage, especially around properties and developments.
Raingardens can be simply described as areas of planting designed to slow down and
hold on to rainfall, slowly releasing it. The 10,000 Raingardens for Scotland campaign
uses the term ‘raingarden’ in order to capture the imagination of the public and make
an overt connection to the rainwater that such systems manage.

In-ground raingarden – a depression or sunken area which can hold rainwater, and then
let it infiltrate back into the ground, or overflow into another raingarden. These can be
planted with carefully chosen plants. These are also called ‘bio-retention’ areas.
Permeable paving – paving which lets water through, usually through small gaps, and
into a layer underneath it. Good for holding water, but has fewer benefits for humans
and wildlife.

Raingarden features help to delay the peak flow of rainwater experienced after a
rainfall event, more accurately mimicking what you’d expect in the natural water
cycle, where vegetation and the natural landscape slow down water.

Pond – a small body of still water. A pond may be designed to overflow into a
raingarden or a swale when it becomes too full.

Raingarden features can be used in housing, schools, leisure or retail parks, community
gardens and neighbourhoods – you can see examples of these on the following pages.

Rain chain – a decorative chain sometimes used instead of a drainpipe as a special
feature which provides additional sensory qualities.

Raingarden glossary
Basin – a larger depression or sunken area which can be wet or dry, usually taking water
at the end of a chain of raingarden features, or when it requires more treatment.
Bog garden – a shallow dip designed to stay wet and boggy which can be planted with
bog loving plants. Sometimes created at the side of ponds.
Filter strip – a gently sloping, vegetated strip of land that rainwater can flow over.
This gives the rainwater time to evaporate or to filter back down into the ground.

Raingarden planter – a planter which catches rainwater coming from a downpipe.
The water flows through vegetation, free draining soil and gravel layers in the planter,
then out into another raingarden feature or drain.
Swale – a wide, shallow ditch, often vegetated, which collects rainwater runoff. The
water flows down the swale and out at the lower end. Sometimes swales have small
check dams or flow control elements along their length which help slow the water.
Sometimes these dams are designed to be walked across, or there may be other
features such as stepping stones or bridges to encourage play, or to allow walking and
cycling networks to cross.

Green roof – rooftop planting, like a high level raingarden. The plants and substrate
layer slow the rainwater runoff down. Plants are chosen carefully so that they are
able to cope with the conditions. The lightest green roofs often use sedum, but there
are many more varied and interesting options which can provide diverse habitat for
wildlife. Some green roofs are accessible to people and form part of open spaces,
some include solar panels.

Trees – vegetation plays an important part in slowing down rainwater. Including
suitable trees within a scheme can increase interception of rainfall and reduce runoff.

Green wall – vertically planted vegetation, often within a designed system which may
make use of rainwater harvesting from a roof above. A green façade can be created
using climbing plants on a structure, altering the maintenance needs.

Wetland – land which is often found in the flood zone at the edges of water bodies wetlands can also be designed and built. They have areas of marsh, which stay boggy
and wet and can provide valuable habitat diversity.
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Water butt or rain barrel – butts or barrels collect and store water from a downpipe
which can then be used to water plants or for other uses. In heavy rainstorms they can
help attenuate runoff if the tap is left open slightly, acting as a form of flow control.
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Household raingardens

Raingarden
features at a plot
level all contribute
to rainwater
management, and
provide many other
benefits
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1.	Green roof

5.	Raingarden planter

2.	In-ground raingarden

6.	Swale

3

3.	Permeable paving

7.	Trees

4. Rain chain

8.	Water butt
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School raingardens
6

1. Bog garden
2.	Green roof
3.	In-ground raingarden
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4.	Raingarden planter
5.	Swale
6.	Trees
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7.	Water butt
8.	Wetland
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School
raingardens provide
opportunities for
education and
collaboration, and
are a great way to
build community
engagement
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Neighbourhood raingardens

At a
neighbourhood
scale, raingardens
can form part of
green infrastructure
and active travel
networks
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1.	Green roof
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2.	In-ground raingarden
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3.	Permeable paving
4.	Raingarden planter
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5.	Swale
6.	Trees
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Leisure and retail park raingardens
1.	Filter strip
2.	Green roof
3.	Green wall
4.	Wetland
Alterations to
the landscape
around leisure and
retail parks can greatly
reduce the area of
impermeable surface,
reducing runoff
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5. Permeable paving
6.	Pond
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7.	Raingarden planter
8.	Swale
9.	Trees
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Community garden raingardens
1.	Basin
2.	Green roof
Adaptations
within community
gardens can
provide a focus
for community
engagement and
interaction with
water

3.	Green wall
4. In-ground raingarden
5. Permeable paving
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6.	Rain chain
7.	Raingarden planter
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8.	Swale
9.	Trees
10.	Water Butt
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What are the benefits of raingardens?
Raingardens offer many benefits, including improving water quality, managing water
quantity, providing amenity value for people, and increasing biodiversity. The CIRIA
SuDS Manual refers to these benefits as the four pillars of SuDS. Site planning and
timing of design play a key role in being able to maximise these.
Raingarden and SuDS features are best designed into developments from the
start through a landscape led approach. By considering SuDS early, it is possible to
weave raingarden features, and therefore green infrastructure, throughout a built
development, capitalising on the benefits managing rainwater can offer. Pulling
together a collaborative, multidisciplinary team, and including professionals such as
landscape architects from the start of a project, is invaluable.
Ja v

A note on SuDS basins

a -e

SuDS basins can be wet or dry, depending on the way a SuDS system is designed.
A run-of-the-mill, standard system uses pipes throughout a development to take
surface runoff to a terminal basin. This often-used design misses out on the range of
benefits raingardens and SuDS can offer. In this type of system a large, deep basin
is often required, leading to the basin being considered dangerous, fenced off and
inaccessible. Basins of this design are sometimes referred to as ‘bomb craters’ in
general conversation, giving rainwater management a negative image.

ila n d, A m st e r d a

A creative, holistic approach, in consultation with raingarden specialists, may consider
the volume of water needing to be managed in the development, then explore ways
to pull water management back through the built area, delaying the runoff at source
in a series of raingarden features. This ensures the management of the same volume
of runoff, in a more creative and beneficial way. Basins can still form part of this
system, but there can be more flexibility for creativity in their design and use.
The best basins are multi-functional, providing additional value, such as use as a
recreational space or an area of varied habitat. A basin may be used as part of a park
or open space for much of the time, only filling with water when there is very heavy
rain, and once that rainwater has passed through other raingarden features further up
the chain. They can have very gently sloping sides, making them easier to use when
they are empty, and less dangerous when they fill, providing opportunities for people
to build a relationship with water and natural processes.
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Raingardens in built developments
In this example, instead of the surface drainage just being piped to a basin at the
edge of the development, raingarden features have also been pulled back
into the built form. This makes the development a more attractive place
to live and work, increasing contact with nature. The soft landscape
contributes to urban cooling, provides opportunities for recreation,
and improves habitat networks and connectivity.

1.	Basin
2.	Green roof
3. In-ground raingarden
4. Permeable paving

In addition to considering the wider SuDS scheme, raingarden
features at a plot or building scale can further increase
opportunities for interaction with rainwater and natural
processes. See the earlier section ‘what are raingardens’ for
examples of features.
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5.	Raingarden planter
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6. Swale
7. Wetland
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Where can I find more information?
This leaflet is just the beginning, and there are many sources of information available
on raingardens and SuDS, including the technical elements of design and construction.
Rather than provide web links, which can sometimes expire, we’ve provided a list of
organisations and information sources which can be entered into a search engine.
These will be added to on the 10,000 Raingardens for Scotland website.

The Metropolitan Glasgow Strategic Drainage Partnership (MGSDP) provides
a series of webpages with links, examples and case studies. Of particular interest
when devising engaging design team meetings and public consultation is the Living,
Working, Playing with Water document, produced by the MGSDP in collaboration
with the University of Glasgow.
The Institute of Civil Engineers (ICE) website is developing a SuDS hub with
downloadable resources and information. One of the most interesting aspects of
SuDS is the cross disciplinary nature of design teams involved.
The Landscape Institute can provide details for landscape architectural practices
with specialism in raingardens and SuDS. Their website includes links to further
information and publications including Achieving Sustainable Drainage
commissioned with the Construction Industry Council.
Sewers for Scotland provides technical standards for SuDS systems which will vest
by Scottish Water. When planning built development it is important to consider the
maintenance of raingarden features and whether they will be vested. This should not
preclude the design of truly multifunctional raingardens, it should be considered at an
early stage.
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The CIRIA and susdrain (think ‘sustainable drainage’) websites provide links to
resources and training including webinars and CPD. On susdrain, you’ll find a
knowledge hub which provides information for developers, approvers, designers
and champions, as well as a range of case studies. Invaluable resources found on
these websites, and setting out standards, include The CIRIA SuDS Manual, and
information on construction and maintenance. The B£ST tool provides a structured
approach to evaluating a wide range of benefits from blue-green infrastructure
(particularly SuDS and natural flood management) and is downloadable and free.
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For information on community led schemes, Slow the Flow Calderdale has a wellestablished volunteer programme, creating leaky dams and promoting raingardens at
work, home and school. Their website includes case studies, downloadable information
leaflets, as well as videos of natural flood management solutions at work.
European Union Life funding has been used to successfully fund retrofit SuDS
and raingardens, search for Augustenborg (Sweden) and Queen Caroline Estate
(London).
The Thames 21 Project, based around the River Thames in London, has an informative
website, including a sustainable drainage section which focusses on aspects relevant
to raingardens, as well as providing more detailed information on the urban water
cycle and drainage.
As legislation around SuDS has recently changed in Wales, many helpful resources
are becoming available. RainScape from Welsh Water focuses on a range of surface
water solutions called RainScape solutions, again demonstrating the connection of
‘rain’ and SuDS.
The 10,000 Raingardens for Scotland website includes this list of resources, as
well as additional links and information. A series of leaflets for use in consultation or
education can also be downloaded, and a map of raingarden locations accessed.
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